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The Art of Furniture
From Guy Bucchi’s design vision, and
handcrafted artistry, come unique
contemporary chairs, tables and
candelabras. Each piece is crafted
by blending native NZ wood with
steel, offering vast possibilities when
it comes to strength, movement,
stability and form. Bucchi’s furniture is
at its very essence works of art,
but equally functional
and versatile. Pictured
here is the Radar Chair.
guybucchi.com

Sisterly Love
MacArthur & Co is the dream of two sisters, Emma and Charlotte,
who have been designing and creating for as long as they can
remember. With a love of all things creative and an appreciation
for the eclectic the two are creating a collection of affordable
artwork and décor designed to complete a vast array of spaces.
Their abstract plywood art pieces are bold enough to stand alone,
yet perfectly crafted so as to compliment other surrounding
pieces. Our pick is the Beach Bach from The Acreage Collection.
macarthurandco.com

Delightful

Subtle Elegance
The Clarendon Collection is UK interior design label, Andrew
Martin at their most sophisticated. With gorgeous deep
textures, a subtle smoky colour palette and elegant prints, this
is one for connoisseurs’ of luxury fabrics.
uniquefabrics.co.nz

Deer to be Bold
Add a pop of colour to your home with these eye
catching Accent Antler Resin Deer heads. Available
in Mint and Yellow they are sure to turn heads.
frobisher.co.nz

Interiors
The team at Frobisher
Interiors, share the latest
must-haves for the home
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Climbing Men
Made from resin and wire these quirky
Climbing Men will make a delightful
statement on any wall of the home.
Available in three styles, they are a
unique talking point perfectly suited to
enhance the walls of any home.
soeurdesign.com

Snuggle Up
Add ambience and
warmth to the bedroom
or living area with these
gorgeous French Country
POM POM throws.
Snuggle up with a good
book in comfort and style!
frenchcountry.co.nz

Colourful Additions
A modern kitchen is the perfect backdrop for bright colours. With
a high back, the Bellagio barstool from Smooch, not only adds a
bold splash of colour to the kitchen, but offers a supportive back
rest for added comfort.
smoochcollection.co.nz

Iconic Fabric Prints
The crackled surface of melt pools on an Antarctic
glacier; intricate, abstract layers of siltstone along a
rocky Otago coastline; shoot-green bursts of life after a winter
deluge in the Outback - these are the evocative images that
iconic New Zealand designer David Trubridge held close
when designing a new collection of fabric prints for local
textile company, Hemptech. The design is contemporary and
cultural, smart yet casual, sophisticated but down-to-earth.
Printed on the finest linen that is sustainably grown and
biodegradable, it is luxury with a true lightness of being.
hemptech.co.nz
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